Red and blue guiding lines mark the IL and π * dispersions, respectively. The 13 eV spectrum displays an upward shift of the IL band compared to that in the 9 eV spectrum. Since different photon energies probe different perpendicular momenta k z 1,2 , this shift demonstrates that the IL band disperses along k z , and therefore has a three-dimensional electronic band structure. Considering that the IL band has a near-spherical Fermi surface (FS) 3-5 , 9 eV photons indeed probe a k z value closer to zero. the CaC 6 spectra below (blue triangles) and above (red diamonds) T c are compared to the reference gold spectra (black dashed curves); fitting functions are plotted using solid curves.
The insets illustrate the momenta for the corresponding measurements. The fitting results for the leading edge shifts are displayed in each panel. These results demonstrate the opening of non-zero superconducting gaps at various momenta.
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Supplementary Figure 
Supplementary Note 1
The central energies of the C z peaks are slightly different on the π * and IL bands (Fig. 4 of the main text and Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Two things have to be considered to understand this difference. First, these spectral peaks have finite widths. The C z peaks of the IL band span the range of 30∼100 meV, and those of the π * band span 40∼60 meV. Therefore, the C z modes which couple to the π * band are well contained in the C z peaks of the IL band, which supports the picture of interband interaction. The second issue to consider is that the C z peaks of the IL band may include contributions other than the interband interaction. In particular, intraband interaction mediated by the C z modes may take place on the IL band, because it has contributions from both even (Ca 4s and 3d z 2 ) and odd (C p z ) orbitals 4 . This 5 is consistent with our observation that the C z peaks on the IL band are broader and contain the C z peaks on the π * band.
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